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There were, however, three attempts to reconcile the revolu-
tionary tradition and its principle of popular sovereignty with
the traditional institutions of monarchy. The first was the
attempt of Louis XVI and Mirabeau, and their efforts con-
stitute the first phase of the Revolution. The summoning of the
Estates-General in 1789 evoked a wave of popular support for
the monarchy as a possible agency of reform. When the King's
minister, Lomenie de Brienne, tried to establish liberty and
equality by royal decree and in 1788 attacked the powers of the
parlements, it was they which emerged as the champions of
'freedom' against royal despotism. Their resistance made Louis
dismiss Brienne; and Mirabeau remarked, 'I will never make
war on the parlements except in the presence of the nation'. To
resort, after that, to the Estates-General rather than to a
National Assembly was to awaken hope of reform without
creating the machinery to achieve it. It was to prepare for that
split between the Estates which took place on 17 June 1789 by
the Third Estate unilaterally declaring itself to be the National
Assembly of France. It produced that delay and deadlock
which did so much to disillusion reformers and open the doors
to violence. It led, a week later, to the fusion of the Three
Estates into a new National Assembly, to which nobility and
clergy had been impressed against their will. Thenceforth the
institution of one sovereign National Assembly hypnotized
Frenchmen as the one agency through which the 'general will'
and the 'sovereignty of the people5 could find expression. And
it was now an Assembly forced upon the King by national
exigencies and by pressure from below: it was potentially a
revolutionary institution, more explosive in its ingredients
than the conservative local parlements could ever be.1
How far the Assembly could be reconciled with royal power
depended on whether or not there should appear a minister,
acceptable to both King and Assembly, and sagacious enough
to guide the King towards reform and the Assembly away
from revolution. Mirabeau emerged as the only likely candi-
date for such a task. For two years he worked to reconcile King
and Assembly, tradition and reform. The task proved beyond
1 For the later effects of this development, see Chapter III,

